
 

 

 

New feature will track assets and people under one platform – first of its kind

TORONTO, ON, November 12, 2018 – eCompliance, the number one software for strengthening safety 

culture, announced the release of Asset Management as the newest addition to the product. The 

addition of Asset Management positions the company as the only safety software provider to track both 

assets and people under one platform to mitigate another level of risk in the workplace.   

Asset Management provides frontline workers and safety managers with an added layer of risk 

transparency. They’re able to ensure assets are inspected on a regular basis and are safe to operate or 

use for their employees. Companies can now track assets and their inspection reports in real-time, 

which ensures they are compliant with their required policies. Tying equipment safety to people safety 

furthers the mission to eliminate workplace incidents and create a safer work environment.  

“29% of workplace injuries in 2018 were caused by assets and it has justified our hypothesis regarding 

the importance of including Asset Management in eCompliance,” says Adrian Bartha, CEO, eCompliance. 

“The ability to track assets and uncover an unknown layer of risk, ensures our customers are performing 

their tasks with safety in mind for their assets and their workers.” 

eCompliance’s innovative Asset Management feature pushes the envelope in the EHS technology 

market. Features include: 

• Flexible and Easy-to-Use: The Asset Management feature is structured to promote ease-of-use 

and flexibility to all users to consider human-asset interactions, the environment, and 

training/certification 

• Safety Intelligence: Users can use Safety Intelligence reports and insights to drive corrective 

actions with the additional data from the Asset Management feature 

• Asset Reporting and Ownership: Users can assign an asset to one worker or multiple workers 

and are able to view all assets and perform inspections. Additionally, users can have access to 

inspection records, action items, and maintenance records all on one feature 

• Feature Notifications: The Asset Management feature allows users to be notified when an asset 

status changes, and when scheduled inspections are missed 

“For over a decade we’ve helped companies collect over 250 Million leading indicators in our database. 

The release of Asset Management will further help companies link people, with processes, the 

environment, and assets in order to have a full scope of workplace incidents.” Says Luu Duong, Vice 

President of Software Development, eCompliance. “Our goal of eliminating one million workplace 

incidents by 2020 is accelerated as we use Big Data and Machine Learning to dive into these data points 

to find innovative ways to reduce workplace incidents.” 

Including Asset Management encompasses the full scope of workplace incidents and assists 

eCompliance, and its customers, to achieve its goal of eliminating one million workplace incidents by 

2020. 
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https://www.ecompliance.com/solutions/asset-management/


 

 

About eCompliance 

eCompliance safety software is the leader for improving workforce participation in safety. The 

eCompliance mobile app connects the front-line workforce with head office, creating a two-way 

conversation so safety leaders can make faster, fact-based decisions, and executives gain an unrivaled 

view of safety risk across their company. With the mission to eliminate 1 million incidents, eCompliance 

is the fastest growing safety software company in the world with hundreds of client success stories. 

Offering a real-time safety environment, eCompliance empowers organizations to improve EHS 

performance and use safety as a competitive differentiator. For more information, visit 

www.ecompliance.com. Follow eCompliance on Twitter and LinkedIn.  
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